Historic Nuclear Agreement
Deal or No Deal?
By:Syed Jawad Naqvi
Everyone’s minds are occupied these days along with media on the so called historic nuclear agreement
that was done between Iran and P5+1 satanic powers which has primarily created confusion and also
concerns specifically amongst those who are revolutionaries.

War against Islamic System
First of all we should be attentive towards this fact that this nuclear agreement is not an absolute issue
which can be considered as an isolated atomic issue with no relation to any other issues. It is not that
Iran wants to become an atomic power and they do not want Iran to become an atomic power. The way
the Supreme Leader has said that the actual battle is not an atomic war instead it is an ideological war; a
battle between revolution and the enemies of Islamic revolution. The actual war is between arrogant,
imperialistic powers and the Islamic system of Imamat and Ummat, which is Wilayat-e-Faqeeh.
It is an historic fact that America gave this suggestion and started this act
of turning Iran into an atomic power at the time of Shah Regime. The
first power plant was given by a German company to Iran on the
instructions of America which is now being constructed by a Russian
company in Bushehr and some part of it has already become active. It
was America’s planning to turn Iran into a nuclear power thus this is not
the actual issue; the issue is with the Islamic governance system in Iran
which is confronting with the system of these Taghoots (deviant devilish powers). The system of Imamat
or Wilayat does not compromises with Taghoots and this was the reason that immediately after the
Islamic revolution America winded up the socialistic systems and closed that front because they realized
that socialism is not their actual enemy. They realized that their actual enemy is not socialism instead
the power which can destroy their arrogant, tyrannical regimes is the Ideology of divine Quranic Islamic
system whose leadership is with the Shiite. They witnessed this and after closing all other fronts they
turned towards Middle East and specifically towards the Islamic system.
They aroused Saddam and Saddam started the war with the same justification for which the
negotiations have been done today. After this eight year war with Saddam they did not stop and turned
towards creating several seditions (Fitnah) inside the Islamic republic. In 2009 a very severe crisis was
created against the Islamic system in which government elements were involved and there were three
persons who were openly declared in Iran as Chiefs of this Fitnah and there was a fourth person also
who was referred to as the supporter for these three. Who are these
four persons? Two of them are under house arrest now; one is Mahdi
Karroubi who had been the head of parliament for five years became a
chieftain of this Fitnah. Mir Hossein Mousavi who was the prime minister
for eight years was another chief of this Fitnah. Mohammad Khatami
who was the president of the country for eight years and around sixteen
years he was the minister also; all these were the chieftains of the Fitnah
in 2009. The fourth person who is considered as the supporter of this
Fitnah; Hashmi Rafsanjani was the guardian for these three. This
devastating sedition was like an earthquake against the system of Wilayat in 2009 and shook the pillars
from inside. The war of Saddam was nothing as compared to this Sedition but the way Allah protected
this revolution from the war and many other threats; Allah protected this system also from this
devastating sedition. The means which were used by Allah to protect the revolution from this Fitnah was

the deep insight (Baseerat) of the Supreme Leader (Ayatullah Syed Ali Khamenei) which protected the
system, revolution and everything of this nation.
I am mentioning all this is to express the fact that there is a continuous encounter with the Islamic
System. In this Fitnah Saudi Arabia played a very important role. There was a book which we published
by the name “Defeated Velvet Revolution in Iran” in which complete details about this Fitnah was
discussed and this book was distributed across the globe.
This atomic diplomacy battle is the continuation of the same Fitnah. They
made an excuse that Iran has turned into an atomic power and creating
nuclear bomb which is a threat to Israel. This is a fact also that a nation
which explicitly says in their strategy that Israel should be eradicated then
definitely Israel has a threat from Iran. If such a nation becomes an atomic
power then all their efforts get wasted. Obama has also said this clearly that
we will do everything possible to protect Israel from any threats and we will not refrain from destroying
an Islamic nation if it becomes a threat to Israel; at any cost we are committed to the protection and
existence of Israel. They have made this nuclear an issue to once again give a blow to the Islamic system
and by this issue they want to disturb the internal situations in Iran.

Economic Sanctions – Most effective weapon
The most effective weapon till date which the enemies of revolution have adopted is the weapon of
economic sanctions. This has given a big damage to the national economy in Iran; currency fell down
significantly, inflation went up and it disturbed the lives of people significantly inside Iran. From the time
the sanctions startedaround twelve years before restrictions kept on increasing and despite of being
under these tight sanctions the Islamic system ran the nation, continued with the progress and
development of the country. You can visit every year to Iran and see every year how much development
is happening in a country which is exposed to continuous severe sanctions.
At the same time they continued with negotiations also and the current
President Agha Hasan Rouhani was the chief diplomat of the Atomic file at that
time during the Presidency of Khatami. Rouhani was the chief of National
Security Council and he was visiting Geneva, Vienna and other places as
senior diplomat for negotiations and dialogues. Rouhani supervised these
negotiations for eight years and without the instructions for USA or UN they
voluntarily suspended their nuclear project. In order to express their good
will on the instructions of Khatami and diplomacy of Rouhani they
suspended the nuclear projects. They locked all their nuclear plants and even applied restrictions in
universities for imparting nuclear education in order to gain confidence of America. The one sided
suspension continued for eight years under the presidency of Khatami but no sanctions were eased out
instead more restrictions were imposed despite of this voluntary step taken by Khatami.
Then the new president Ahmadinejad came in and decided that despite of suspending the nuclear
activities still you are imposing strict sanctions on us then why should not we continue with our nuclear
development. He reinstated the nuclear project, accelerated it and took the development to an
astonishing level. He got success in many segments which the enemies could not believe it. The
machinery which is required for Uranium enrichment were very basic ones present with Iran which were
then indigenously enhanced and they produced thousands of advanced machinery. The enemies now
realized that Iran has got the nuclear technology and Iran spread the nuclear development project
across the country in many secure places.
The USA kept on tightening the sanctions and literally disconnected Iran from the entire world. One of
the effects that came on Pakistan was the Iran Gas pipeline which Iran developed and brought it to the

border of Pakistan but Pakistan is not taking it because of sanctions on Iran. These sanctions bring
pressure on people and there are internal elements who harmonize with the enemies. The internal
elements give signals to the external entities to increase restrictions and at the same time they arouse
the people internally that these restrictions are due to our atomic project enhancements. They try to
present to people that we do not have bread, our kitchen are getting closed and nation is going after
nuclear enrichment. As a result of this the effects of sanctions started to manifest itself. The internal
hypocrites and external enemies joined hands to aggravate the effects of sanctions thereby creating a
crisis inside the country; besieging Wilayat whose effects are clearly visible.

Negotiations – A diplomatic warfare
These sanctions and this crisis is breaking the back of the nation. It is the obligatory duty of the
leadership to get the people out of this crisis, protect the nation and thus once again the Supreme
Leader presented a plan which was termed as “Narmish-e- Ghahrmanane” (Heroic flexibility). This is the
terminology used by the Leader which actually comes out from the translation of a book which the
leader did at the time of revolution. This book was from Syed Razi on the subject of Peace treaty of
Imam Hassan (a.s). The content of the book which the leader presented was that Imam Hassan (a.s)
demonstrated a heroic flexibility with the peace treaty he did with Muwaiya. I have already explained
this before as to why Imam Hassan (a.s)did this because He (a.s) himself says that my enemies and my
companions together have made several dangerous plans and in order to counter those I have adopted
this strategy of heroic flexibility(refer to strategy chart at the end of the article)
When the new government of Rouhani came into power and
they again aggressively started the negotiations; the Leader
used this terminology of Heroic flexibility indicated that we want
to get the nation out of this crisis. He gave the opportunity to
the government to negotiate and this was a diplomatic battle
which was being fought on the table. This battle is tougher than
the war of weapons because this battle needs intelligence,
wisdom, cleverness, awareness, courage, perseverance and stamina is required and this battle went on
for twelve years.
It is clear that on one side enemy has dangerous conspiracy and internally there are elements who are
supporting the enemy together both of them aiming to destroy the system of Wilayat. They were
building pressure on the system of Wilayat through the people. The plots of both internal and external
enemies were defeated by these negotiations which were done under closed monitoring by the Leader
who drew certain red lines which could not be crossed at all. These negotiations are an example for the
entire world and specifically for Pakistan. The battles which were fought in the world eventually become
the syllabus of courses and are taught in military schools; like the Iran Iraq war is being taught to all
armies of the world. They teach them about the techniques used in these wars and they become part of
the Military academy curriculum. Similarly these negotiations should also become part of the curriculum
and Pakistani ministers should study on how diplomatic warfare is done. I have said this earlier also that
two phone calls have become historic in Pakistan; one call was a three minutes call from the foreign
minister of USA to General Parvez Musharraf at the time of Afghanistan attack by USA, whereby he was
told to either join them or be ready for destruction and this General immediately submitted. The USA
foreign minister later wrote in his book that the president of Pakistan did not even asked time from me;
he immediately submitted to our demand. The second call which came few days back after the Pakistan
security agencies caught an NGO by the name “Save the Children” which was involved in anti-national
activities. The Interior minister declared that certain nations outside including America and Israel are
supporting this NGO and this NGO was sealed. On next day call came from USA to the Prime Minister to
again restart the NGO and they did it.

Here you can see that they submit on one phone call whereas this nation of Iran has been
negotiatingsince twelve years that too against six top most devilish powers. The two worst devilish
powers amongst these five are China and Russia who took the benefits from both sides in these
negotiations. They would tell America to accept their certain demands else they will side with Iran; then
they would seek demands from Iran with the threat that they will side with USA. These two countries
acted as traders and not politicians in these negotiations; they earned a lot and will earn more. You
should be aware that these six nations are devilish, goons, rowdies and worst nations of the world who
are confronting on other side with that nation who is holding the standard of Islam in their hand.

Joint declaration – Supporters and Opponents
This is a historic point that they fought for twelve years and this
battle has not yet ended. The battle is ongoing and what they
have issued is a joint declaration. Now everyone is talking about
this joint declaration and on both sides there are supporters as
well as opponents of this declaration. In USA also there are
supporters and opponents; even in the camp of Obama; Hilary
Clinton who is the potential candidate for next USA presidency is
in strict opposition to this agreement. She is the successor of Obama and from her party. Then the other
opposition which is the party of Bush who are in Congress and are strictly opposing this agreement
because of the effectiveness of Zionism on them. Israel and Saudi Arabia are the biggest opponents of
this joint declaration. In Iran also there are supporters and opponents of this declaration with both
giving their own reasons.
This is ongoing and it is not that everything has ended. The statements which are issued in public are
different and what is signed behind closed doors are something different. In the upcoming days
Congress has to review this agreement at the same time in Iran also it has been announced that the
Iranian parliament will review every point of this Joint declaration and if it is found in national interest
then they will accept. It is not that whether this will happen or not happen; it will happen as well as not
happen because this is part of a battle which will continue the same way as it was before.
These devilish powers will not lift the sanctions because after a long time they have got such an effective
weapon in their hand. Saddam martyred three thousand youths of Iran but this did not shook Iran. The
graveyards are full, several families got martyred but Iran did not feel the pressure but with these
sanctions they have felt the pressure and back is breaking down; and they also realized that they need
to straighten their back. The enemies realized that we tried military power, other forces but we could
not break Iran but these sanctions have been effective and it is natural that they will not waste this
weapon of theirs and will keep on playing with them.

Wali-e-Faqeeh – The Supreme Authority
It is really a serious matter specifically for those across the world who are
admirers and supporters of Islamic revolution. You should know that in Iran
the Supreme Authority is the Leader (Wali-e-Faqeeh) and without the
permission of the Leader things cannot move in Iran. They create plans to
besiege the leader and carry out these mischiefs of getting the leader in
confrontation with masses but with all praise to Allah the Leader has always
defeated their conspiracies. Whenever they have worked out any stratagems
Allah’s stratagem has always disgusted and disgraced them.
As said earlier the ex-presidentMohammad Khatami has been the chieftain of
these seditions and Iranian court has officially announced that publishing the

picture of Khatami anywhere is prohibited. He is a criminal who created this sedition in 2009. Thus it is
possible that certain governmental elements, bureaucrats can do some mischiefs but these are not
supreme authorities. Parliament, President are not supreme authorities because the system in Iran is
not democracy it is the system of Wilayat. The supreme power is Wali-e-Faqeeh who comprehends all
the matter and will not allow their mischiefs to be successful. Hence all the well-wishers, supporters and
lovers of Islamic revolution should remain relaxed that this difficulty would not come in place. It is clear
that these sanctions have been very effective and they have built a lot of pressure on the people and it
is the duty of the leader to bring the nation out of such crisis. One way is diplomacy which will go on and
this battle, play will keep on going but they will reap other secondary benefits from this.

Benefits of Joint declaration to Obama and Rouhani
In Iran the parliament elections are about to take place in this year. At present the parliament is under
the opposition majority which international media terms them as conservative traditionalist and in Iran
they call them Principlists and they are not in harmony with the existing president. Mr.Rouhani wants
the parliament to have his majority. Khatami, Rafsanjani wants a clean sweep in the next election thus
having their own candidates in these elections. This way parliament will come under their control and
then they can do whatever they want. Thus the major effect of this agreement inside Iran will be on the
upcoming parliamentary elections because this government has given a lot of statements that the issue
is resolved and sanctions have been removed but in reality nothing has happened. There is not even a
single sanction that has been lifted. This is just an announcement and after six months it could become
active that too they will say that Iran is not doing what we have asked for. They would say that we
wanted to close down so and so thing but they did not do it and again this issue will restart. Iran
government will say we are doing what you are saying and P5+1 will deny with the tail not left lose and
issue will drag on. The thing which will happen irrespective of sanctions being removed or not is the
effect on elections which are about to take place in both USA and parliamentary elections in Iran. The
Iranian side wants to make use of this for the Parliamentary election hence they are given excited
statements about celebrations for this success whereas America is saying we do not trust Iranians and
Supreme Leader has said we have no trust on Americans.
In such an environment it is a battle which was going
on and in future also it will continue. This agreement
declaration has internal benefits for both sides;
whereby Obama wants to win the election for his
party and he is saying also that I have protected the
world with a big danger and destruction by doing this
agreement with Iran. He is convincing the Americans
that Iran was about to destroy the world and I have
saved it whereas Mr.Rouhani is convincing his people
that Iranians were about to die of starvation and I have saved them. Obama is saying I have protected
the world and Mr.Rouhani says I have protected Iran so that both can win the elections. This is the
reason for which they have triggered this issue and media being one sided is not presenting the facts.
The columnists are writing baseless things that now “Death to America” slogans will end and both will
be good friends. A youth during a recent gathering of students with the Supreme Leader in the month of
Ramadhan asked the leader that if this agreement goes through will we still say “Death to America” or
not? The Leader replied that the battle with arrogance, Taghoot and “Death to America” until Qayamat.

Effect of this declaration on Pakistan
One part of this agreement is associated with Pakistan and our
ministers have started to quote that now Gas will come soon but
the fact is that it will not come because first American has stopped
it and now Saudi Arab will stop. First America has said that due to
sanctions on Iran you cannot take this gas from Iran and now Saudi
Arab will tell Pakistan that after taking so much money from us
you are taking gas from Iran? Wiki Leaks has recently released a
new version related to Saudi Arab secrets which are present on Internet in which there is a lot related to
Pakistan because Saudi Arab has high interference in Pakistan. Saudi Arab has even gone to India to stop
them from taking oil from Iran but India has said that our refinery system is designed for Iranian oil
because there are various types of oil. India said that we cannot take oil from any other country since
our refineries cannot support it. Saudi Arab replied that we will deploy a new refinery free for Saudi oil
and you should not take oil from Iran. One more announcement which Wiki Leaks has done is about few
years back one Pakistani university invited Iranian Ambassador in one of their conventions. Saudi Arab
came and suspended the Vice Chancellor of the university. Saudi Arab has this much interference in
Pakistan and no news are given about them in Media so how can they allow Pakistan to take gas from
Iran. The slavery which Pakistan is doing with Saudi Arab is much worst then the slavery of America. This
slavery of King Salman, Bedouins and these Arab terrorists has become a fortune of Pakistan and we
pray to Allah to give salvation to Pakistan and everyone else from these beasts.
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